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ABSTRACT. With tho help of th(> dissipation fljknrtion, it is doducod that Iho modulus 
of decay of torsional oscillations of a sphere of radius 'it' and moment of inertia I about a 
diameter, in a liquid of viscosity 7 is given by 8#r»// and that of a cylinder of radius o 
immersed in a liquid, to a depth I, contained in a concentric cylinder of radius b is given
by / aih3 ■ where 1 is the moment of inertia of the cylinder about its axis of suspon-I{bt-a'i)
sion. By Icnowing tlw' logaritlimic decrement the viscosity of a liquid can bo fo?ind. Pho 
experimental values are found to agree with standard v a lu e s .
I M T R O B U C T I O N
Among the methods of finding the viscosity of liquids arc Poiseuille e capil­
lary tube method, rotating cylinder (Oouettce 1890, Searle 1912) and Stokes 
(1851) method for highly viscous li<piids. Measuroniont of modulus of di cay 
of li<|uids in vessels or of solids in liquids was used by Helmholtz (1850) and Meyei 
(1891) for the determination of visco.sity. But tho.se require corrections which 
are complicated. A comparative method of measuring viscosity was first given 
by Mennerettc (1911), who studied the decay of oscillations of liquids in a fZ-tube. 
By making use of the dissipation function Venkataraman (1933) deduced an ex­
pression for tho modulus of decay in the above case and thus made it an alnsohite 
method. Christopherson and others (1938) made a study of the foreed osiul lations 
of a h'quid in a fZ-tube and after elaborate mathematical analysis obtained ex­
pressions for the viscodty. Recently Clioudhary and Trivedi (1961; described 
a method by which the viscosities can be compared by noting the damping of 
rotation of a symmetrical body in a liquid. This method is, however, useful only 
in the case of a very  ^viscous liquids. Tn the concentric cylinder method, it is neces- 
sary to maintain a uniform motion of the external cylinder to get a oon..tant 
deflection of the inner cylinder. This difficulty can be avoided by measuring the 
modulus of decay of the oscillations of the inner cylinder when it is twisted through 
a smaU angle and allowed to execute free oscillations. The same method can be 
used in the case of the sphere. This is what is attempted in this investigation.
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T H E O R Y
Tiu^  modulus of dooay of oscillations can he found from the dissipation func- 
U >n wlii l^i vvi»H nrst Loveri f)y Stokes (1851) and used by Lamb (1911) in tbo 
solution of some problems in hydrodynamics.
I ’lic disapatirn functhui s dta!)le for the rotationdl oscillations of a sphere 
in a liquid can be uritteii as
( i )
whole 7j is the viscosity of tiu* liquid, 6>a;, <^ y, are the components of the 
angular velocity. The integration is to be l^aken over the whole volume of the 
liquid. The dissipation is e(pml to the rate of decay of the total energy e i.c,, 
dejdt. In the case of a sphere, suspended in a liquid by a long thin wire attached 
to a chuckfixtul to a stand, the kinetic energy /co^ where oj is the angular velocity
of the sphere and I  is the moment of inertia of the sphere about an axis passing 
through its centre. If  the angular velocity is variable, it is equal to ^{(dO/dt)'  ^
where 0 is the angtdar displacement. Sim^o the sphere is executing harmonic 
oscillations, its total energy is twicejthis, i.e.,
d0\2
Q (2)
Sphere in an infinite liquid
The dissipation fi nction f(,r a sphere in an infinite liquid (;an be easily found. 
In the case of a sphere, n)tiiting uniformly about its diameter in a liquid of viscosity 
»/ the moment of the couple acting on it is given by (Lamb 2, 1916)
C  =
The dissipation function given in (1) is thereibre
2F =
(3)
(4 )
when the angular velocity is varying, it is given by ^nya^ddjdtf. Equaling the 
rate of decay of total energy to dissijiation, we get
uTiting / dO*ior^ have
... (5)
^  i t )  ^  ■
Integrating this we get
l o g * = -  ^ ^ J ^ ^ '+ c o n s t (6)
Tf we put the, houndary condition x =--- .r„ when < 0, the abcjve becomes
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X ^  a’t, exp[-
Substituting (M /d tf for x, equation (7) can lie written as
(7)
do
di O' exp f—47Ti|j^ /V/7]:Iwhen this is integrated wo obtain |
0 ~  0^  ^exp [ —47T'
where 0^ is a new constant, thus the logarit|miic, deeremeni
... (8)
Concentric cylinderH
In the case of a cylinder of radius a executing rotational oscillations in a 
liquid cu>ntaine<l in another concentric cylinder of radius h the viscous couple 
on the inner (‘ylinder, when tlie outer cylinder rotates with uniform angular 
velocity co is given by (Lamb 3, J9J6).
. . .  (9)
Where I k  the length of the immersed portion of the cylinder in the liquid. As 
before, the dissipation function in this cas(' is
A 7 ... (lOj
Thus equating the rate of decay of total energy to dissipation w e get an equation 
corresponding to (5)
r r / d/? \ ; aVr I dO \ -
Integrating the equation as in the previous case we got 
0 =  Oq exp
Thus the modulus cf decay is
_  2nyl  ^ ^
—j  "  ' J  *
27Ti]la^ h^ (11)
Equation (8) and (11) form the basis of the measurement of viscosity by 
finding the modulus of decay of a sphere in a liquid and a cylinder in a  liquid 
contained in a concentric cylinder.
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E X P E R I M E N T A L  A R R A N O E M E N T
For finding the logaritJimic ck>crement a spliero is suapended by a long
thin win" Mhose other end is fixed to a heavy stand. A small mirror is fixed 
to till* wire to note the defleotions by means of a telescope and scale arrangement. 
Tht' length is measured by a cath(‘tometer. The entire set-up is shielded from 
draught by (Uielosing it in a glass rase. The sphere is fully immersed in a liquid 
contained in a beaker. A thermoregulator was used to keep the temperature 
constant.
The sphere is given an angular displaecmient and the oscillations are observed 
with thc" help of a telescope and scale. The maximum time taken for a set of 
reading is 5 or fi minutes. From the first and final quarter swings (to the same side) 
the logarithmic decrement is computed. If  oc^ and are the first and (?i+l) 
the defl(^ctions, say, to the right side, then the logarithmic decrement is given by
A —  ^ log ^
V a.
1
■/M I
or, if logarithm to tlu  ^ base 10 are used
2.3020
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log>10
a , .
( 1 2 )
from relation (S) wc get
A \K7]T ... (13)
Avdiere K  — 47ry /^7, Sul>stituting for 7, where M  is the mass of thes phere,
we get
K \i)nr
~ i r
(14)
The coefficient of viscosity is therefore, givcm from (12) and (13) by
4.6052 . a,
’’ "  w
where T is the perioditj time. The time for 25 oscillations was measured to 0.2". 
The time is of the order of 5 or 6 minutes and the time for on<5 oscillation is cal­
culated and is given to two decimal places.
The results are given in Table I.
Cylinder in a liguid contained in a coaxial cylinder
Just as in the above case the inner cylinder, of radius ‘a’ is suspended by a 
wire and is immersed in a liquid contained in an outer cylinder of radius
TABLE I
Logarithmic decrement and viscosity of liquids with a sphere 
(using a sphere 1" in diameter).
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SI.
N o. Lifluid
Period T  
(ill seiioiida)
l^arithmic
IJbcremftjit
C^oofficiont o f vinnosity in 
contipoises
i
........4 - * - ................
( 1.51!)
1
1.794.
E xpt. at 25®C. Statidard at
25^C.
1 . T oluene 1 1 . 0 1 0 .525 0 .5 2 5
2 . Benzene 1 1 . 0 0 0 .622 0 .604
3. W ater 11.28 2 .0 2 4 0.886 0 .803
4. Carbon tetra  chloride 11.28 1 2 .738
f
3 .442
0.022 0 .0 0 5
5. A cetic A(dd 11 .30 1.160 1 .113
6 . O live Oil* 1 .80 21.640 66.0 68.0
7. M obiloil SAE 40* 1.84 67 .370 21 7 .0 2 14 .0
*usin>? a sphere 2 .0  ^ in iiiamnter.
We get for the angular displacement as shown above
The decrement for one oscillation is therefore
^ _ '2mi^h^ril T  
(fo2-a*y/ ‘ 2
where T  k  the periodic time.
The coefficient of viscosity is given from (13a) and (12) by tlu  ^relation
(13a)
// --
where
2.3026
t/TK ' logic
naW 1
b^-a^ ■ /
(15)
The experimental set-up is the same as in the previous case; the sphere is 
replaced by the cylinder. The outer vessel, containing the liquid is also a cylinder 
with a  perfectly flat bottom. The cylinder used here is a brass cylinder. In 
order to  eliminate the effects of viscous forces on the ends of the suspending 
cylinder another cylinder of the same diameter as the suspending cylinder is 
placed right below and the length of the wire is so adjusted that the space between 
the two is less than 0.5mm. and the top end of the suspending cylinder is about 
5mm. above the surface of the Uquid. The outer cylinder is a ^lass cylinder so
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as to enable one to measure the length of the cylinder immersed in the liquid and 
alFo to check the parallelism of the suspending cylinder and the guard cylinder.
The temperature of the liquid was kept constant a t 30''C (which happens 
to be the room temperature during the experimemt), with the help of the thermo- 
regulator. The procedure is the same as in the case of a sphere. The lengths 
are measured by a reading microscope reading up to 0.01 mm.
Remltfi : The results, after using relation (5), are given in Table IT.
TABLE II
Logarithmic decrement and viscjosity of licpiido with concentric cylinders 
(using a (jylinder of diameter of 2.55 cins).
OoofT. o f  v iscosity  in
SI.
No. Li(|uid Length in 
cms.
Period ‘ T  
in seconds
Logarithm ic -  
decrem ent
oentipoises
E x p t. at 
30' c.
Std. value  
at 30°c.
1 . Acetic Acid 2 .2 0 2 5 .3 0 3 608 1 .039 J .040
2 . C^arbon te tm  (jliloride 2 .2 5 2 5 .4 0 2 .9 4 5 0.8 26 0 .8 4 8
3. Ben/iCiio 2 .3 0 2 5 .4 0 2 .0 5 2 0 .5 6 3 0 .561
4. E th y l A cetate 2 .2 0 2 5 .4 0 1 .417 0 .4 0 6 0 .4 0 7
5. Olivo Oil* 2 .6 2 9 .0 0 3 5 .0 4 9 .6 0 5 2 .0 0
0. Mobil oil SAE 40* 2 .4 8 9 .2 0 7 1 .4 2 0 8 .0 2 1 2 . 1
7. 30* 2 .5 2 9 .1 5 9 5 .9 2 7 8 .0 2 9 0 .0
♦using cylinder o f diam eter o f  3.82 cms.
T A B L E  I I I
Variation of log. decrement with depth of liquid between cylinders
Jiicpiid Spacing in 
nun
l^ength o f  
cylinder  
immorsod
log. decre­
m ent X 10~2
V iscosity  in  
CP a t 30<^ c.
Standard  
value at SO^ c^.
5 .4 5 2 .2 2 3 .6 4 2 1 .049
Acetic A«dd 4 .1 8 2 .2 0 3 .6 3 5 1 .047 1 .0 4 0
2 .4 0 2 .2 0 3 .6 3 0 1 .045
1 .1 4 2 .2 3 3 .6 2 8 1 .0 4 5
0 .4 8 2 ,2 0 3 .6 2 5 1 .0 4 3
0 .3 5 2 .2 0 3 .6 2 4 1 .0 4 3
Carbon 5 .6 0 2 .2 5 2 .9 7 3 0 .8 3 4
Tetra-Chloride 4 .2 2 2 .2 6 2 .9 6 9 0 .8 3 3 0 .8 2 8
2 .6 0 2 .2 5 2 .9 6 4 0 .831
1 . 1 0 2 .2 4 2 .9 6 3 0 .8 3 1
0 .5 0 2 . 2 2 2 .9 6 0 0 .8 3 0
0 .3 4 2 .2 5 2 .9 6 0 0 .8 3 0
Bonezene 5 .3 0 2 .2 8 2 .0 7 0 0 .5 6 8
4 .1 0 2 .3 0 2 .0 6 8 0 .5 6 8 0 .5 6 1
2 .4 5 2 .3 0 2 .0 6 5 0 .5 6 7
1 . 2 0 2 .2 8 2 .0 6 4 0 .5 6 6
0 .4 7 2 .2 8 2 .0 6 2 0 .5 6 6
0 .3 6 2 .3 0 2 .0 6 2 0 .5 6 6
In order to find the effect of the spacing the liquid below the inner cylinder 
and the bottom of the outer cylinder on the logarithmic decrement and conse­
quently on the viscosity, a detailed study was made for some liquids for spacings 
between 5.5 mm. and 0.35 mm. The results 4re given below.
From the above table, it is easily seen l|tat the change in viscosity is only 
in the third decimal place and the value of 7/ is  practically constant and reached 
the standard value when the spacing between |he bottojii of the (\vlinders is about 
2mm. !i
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D l S C U f c J S I p N
Above is described a methorl of measuring the viscosity of a liquid l)y measur­
ing the logarithmic decrement of the rotational motion of a sphere or a cylinder 
immersed in a liquid. This jiiethod can ho use^ d for all liquids, viscous as well 
as mobile and is absolut(i. It is ( o^nvemiont for measuring the effect of tem­
perature, as the apparatus is of small dimensions, unlike the previous types used 
for the purpose.
In order to get the sphere and cylinder to execute harmonic angular oscilla­
tion and to get a reasonable value for the logarithmic  ^decrement, for very viscous 
liquid, the oscillating masses must be large. They must be made of steel or 
brass, For mobile liejuids, aluminium can })C used. It was shown experimentally 
that the energy taken up by the layers of liejuid below tlie inner cylinder is 
negligible. Eecontly an estimate of this was given by Koscoc (1962). But it 
can be used only in the case of cylinder in uniform rotation.
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